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REFERENCE SOURCE

• San Francisco VFR Terminal Area Chart

Terminal Area Charts
GSW-19B

Study Questions

1. Why do you think the chart is entitled “Terminal” area chart?

a) It is the last chart you will ever need.
b) The charts only exist for the areas surrounding major air terminals.
c) The chart coverage area stops at the International Date Line.

2. Which of the following is true about the drawing scale for the chart?

a) Every 1 inch on the chart represents 250,000 inches of the world (~3.4 NM).
b) 1° of latitude equals 250,000 miles.
c) 1/2 of the chart is divided into 50,000 mapping units.

3. How often are new VFR Terminal Area Charts issued?

a) Every 56 days.
b) Approximately twice a year.
c) Every 24 calendar months.

4. Which of the following are reasons that charts must be continually updated? (Check all that apply.)

☐ Airport radio frequencies can change
☐ Airports could add, close, or extend runways
☐ Magnetic variation in the area can change
☐ Airspace boundaries can be changed
☐ New cities, roads, dams, or other visual checkpoints may be built

5. The surface area of a Class D airport is shown with a ___________________________________ border line.

a) thick blue solid
b) thin magenta dashed
c) thin blue dashed

6. Why are the vertical limits of the airspace surrounding a Class D airport only shown with a single number?

a) All Class D airspace begins at the surface, so only the top of the airspace is needed to define the vertical 
limits.

b)  Only the top of the airspace is shown.  The bottom of the airspace begins at either 700 feet AGL or 
1,200 feet AGL.

c) All Class D airspace extends up to 4,000 feet AGL.  The number shown represents the height at the base 
of the controlled Class D airspace.
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7. 
-15 

 

              indicates that the

a) airspace is uncontrolled below 15 feet AGL.
b) runway is unsafe for landing at temperatures below 15 °C.
c) Class D airspace extends from the surface up to, but not including 1,500 feet AGL.

8. Name at least two Class D airports on the San Francisco VFR Terminal Area Chart.

  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________

9. Class C airspace boundaries are shown as

a) thick, solid, magenta lines.
b) thick, solid, blue lines.
c) thin, dashed, magenta lines.

10. The vertical limits of each Class C airspace region is shown by two numbers that look like a fraction 
60____
30  

which represent

  _______________________________________________________________________________

11. “SFC” indicates that in the area immediately surrounding a Class C or Class B airport, the controlled airspace 
begins

a) according to local specifications.
b) at the surface.
c) south of the flight control area.

12. The surface area of the Class C airspace is centered around

a) the approach end of the landing runway in use.
b) the center of the airport.
c) the control tower.

13. Why do you think Class C and Class B airspaces are typically broken up into many individual regions?

a) To provide a richer, more complex training environment for new pilots.
b) To provide separate entry and approach regions for aircraft of different types.
c) To accommodate the needs of arriving IFR traffic while still allowing sufficient transition pathways and 

terrain clearance for local VFR traffic.

14. Name at least two Class C airports on the San Francisco VFR Terminal Area Chart.

  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________
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15. The surface area of a Class B airport is shown with a ___________________________________ border line.

a) thick blue solid
b) thin magenta dashed
c) thin blue dashed

16. For Class B airspaces defined as concentric circles, the circles are centered around

a) the airport’s rotating beacon.
b) the town nearest the airport.
c) a VOR (radio navigation beacon) usually located at the center of the airport.

17. In Class B airspace marked by concentric circles, what is the typical spacing between the shelves?

a) 5 NM.
b) 10 NM.
c) 30 NM.

18. The airport symbols themselves are intended to represent

a) the length and orientation of airport’s runways.
b) size of the airport’s defined borders including parking areas, terminal and maintenance facilities, and 

local access roads and taxiways.
c) the actual runway striping patterns found at the airport.

19. The airport symbol is shown in either blue or magenta and

a) matches the color of the surrounding airspace rings.
b) indicates whether there is an airport control tower.
c) represents whether it is a general aviation airport or a military facility.

20. The airport information text adjacent to an airport symbol will be printed in blue for Class B and Class D 
airports, and in magenta for Class C airports.

a) True.
b) False.

21. The numbers following “CT – “ in the airport information represent

a) the elevation of the runways.
b) the control tower radio frequency.
c) a length of the longest concrete runway

22. The words “ATIS”, “AWOS”, and “ASOS” followed by numbers indicate the frequency on which a pilot could 

tune and listen to automated or recorded ___________________________________ information.

23. What is the three-letter code in parentheses following the name of the airport?

a) The unique identifier for the airport.
b) The three-digit pass code for entry through airport gates and security access channels.
c) A code indicating the services available on the airfield.
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24. Define the terrain elevation associated with the following chart colors:

 light green  ______________________________________________________________________

 dark green  ______________________________________________________________________

 light tan  ________________________________________________________________________

 dark tan  ________________________________________________________________________

25. On a VFR chart, a blue surface area represents  ___________________________________ .

26. What color is used to represent the lighted pattern areas of towns and populated areas as they would 
appear to a VFR pilot on a night flight?

  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________

27. In addition to terrain elevation colors and contour lines, the chart shows the elevation of some other spot 
locations using

a) a small dot with elevation numbers.
b) geometric symbols.
c) morse code identifiers.

28. Why are automobile roads, highways, bridges, and tunnels shown on VFR airplane charts?

a) They are considered secondary landing areas for airplanes.
b) To allow pilots travel directions to and from airports.
c) They are usually identifiable from the air and can aid a pilot in navigation.

29. Which of the following might also have their location indicated on a VFR chart if it was thought that it 
might aid a pilot in navigation?  (Check all that apply.)

☐ farm
☐ golf course
☐ cement plant
☐ building
☐ tower
☐ windmills

30. Electric power lines are thin and hard to see from the air.  Why might VFR charts show the location of 
electric power lines?

a) As a precaution, since most VFR flight is below 200 feet AGL.
b) To warn pilots of electrical interference with radio transmissions.
c) The path that power lines take through wooded areas is usually clear cut of trees to prevent fires, 

making for swaths through mountains that are easily identifiable by pilots and useful in visual 
navigation.
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31. A capitalized and underlined name next to a flag symbol such as CEMENT PLANT   represents

a) the start or end point of a Victor airway.
b) a VFR waypoint (known location to pilots and controllers).
c) the location of a large flag or banner, visible from the air.

32. The grid of vertical and horizontal black lines on the chart show longitude and latitude.  One minute of 
latitude (the distance between ticks on any of the vertical lines) is equal to

a) 1 nautical mile.
b) 1,000 feet.
c) 10 square miles.

33. Some Terminal Areas, like San Francisco, have a second, less-detailed map of the region which is printed  
on the back of paper charts.  What is the purpose of the second map?

a) The chart shows VFR Flyways for pilots who wish to plan flights outside of tower-controlled airspace.   
It is not intended to be used in navigation.

b) The chart is intended for use during night or conditions of limited visibility.
c) The chart shows the most recent changes in airspace boundaries to give pilots a historical perspective.
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Answers to Study Questions

1. b

2. a

3. a

4. All of the following are reasons that charts must 
be continually updated.

 ☐ Airport radio frequencies can change
☐ Airports could add, close, or extend 

runways
☐ Magnetic variation in the area can change
☐ Airspace boundaries can be changed
☐ New cities, roads, dams, or other visual 

checkpoints may be built

5. c

6. a

7. c

8. Buchanan, Hayward Exec, Livermore, Moffett 
Federal, Palo Alto, Reid-Hillview, San Carlos

9. a

10. the base and ceiling of the Class C airspace in that 
region.

11. b

12. b

13. c

14. Metropolitan Oakland Intl, Mineta San Jose Intl

15. a

16. c

17. a

18. a

19. b

20. b

21. b

22. airport weather

23. a

24. light green sea level to 1,000 feet MSL
 dark green 1,000 feet MSL to 2,000 feet MSL
 light tan 2,000 feet MSL to 3,000 feet MSL
 dark tan 3,000 feet MSL to 5,000 feet MSL

25. water.

26. Bright yellow

27. a

28. c

29. ☐ farm
☐ golf course
☐ cement plant
☐ building
☐ tower
☐ windmills

30. c

31. b

32. a

33. a 
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